
Language Homework - Day 1

Daily Language Practice - Correct the sentences and rewrite them 
correctly on the lines below.  Then, circle the subject and underline the 
predicate.  Finally, circle the correct type of sentence.

pepita is abel to speak too languages.
____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________
statement           question           command          exclamation

We found out latter that she knows an word for almost anything.

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________
statement           question           command          exclamation

Spelling - Put your spelling words in alphabetical order.

1. ___________________   8. ___________________

2. ___________________   9. ___________________

3. ___________________   10. ___________________

4. ___________________   11. ___________________

5. ___________________   12. ___________________

6. ___________________   13. ___________________

7. ___________________   14. ___________________
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Vocabulary – Draw a picture and write a sentence for the vocabulary 
words below.

Language
Definition: spoken or written human speech

Picture:   Sentence:
             
 __________________________________________

 __________________________________________

 __________________________________________

 __________________________________________

Spanish
Definition: a language

Picture:   Sentence:
              __________________________________________

    __________________________________________

    __________________________________________

    __________________________________________
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Language Homework - Day 2

Daily Language Practice - Correct the sentences and rewrite them 
correctly on the lines below.  Then, circle the subject and underline the 
predicate.  Finally, circle the correct type of sentence.

Even in Winnter, Pepitaʼs mother made an enchiladas.

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________
statement           question           command          exclamation

Tomatoes, with their red cullar, are a important part of salsa.

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________
statement           question           command          exclamation

Synonyms  Read the sentences below and answer the questions.

Pepita answered in English.

Juan grinned at her.

Pepita closed her eyes.

Which word is a synonym for smiled? ___________________________.

Which word is a synonym for shut? _____________________________.

Which word is a synonym for replied? ___________________________.
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Vocabulary – Draw a picture and write a sentence for the vocabulary 
words below.

enchiladas
Definition: tortillas rolled around a filling, then covered with spicy sauce

Picture:   Sentence:
              __________________________________________

    __________________________________________

    __________________________________________

    __________________________________________

salsa
Definition: a spicy sauce usually made with tomatoes, onions, and peppers

Picture:   Sentence:
              __________________________________________

    __________________________________________

    __________________________________________

    __________________________________________
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Language Homework - Day 3

Daily Language Practice - Correct the sentences and rewrite them 
correctly on the lines below.  Then, circle the subject and underline the 
predicate.  Finally, circle the correct type of sentence.

She takes a litel more than a hour to prepare the tamales.

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________
statement           question           command          exclamation

She also likes to use a aple in her cooking.

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________
statement           question           command          exclamation

Spelling  Write each spelling word under the correct heading.

       end in -le           end in -er
_______________   _______________

_______________   _______________
     
_______________   _______________

_______________   _______________

_______________   _______________

      _______________

      _______________
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Vocabulary – Draw a picture and write a sentence for the vocabulary 
words below.

tortilla
Definition: a round, flat bread made of corn, from Mexico and Central America.

Picture:   Sentence:
              __________________________________________

    __________________________________________

    __________________________________________

    __________________________________________

tamales
Definition: cornmeal dough wrapped in a corn husk or leaf around a filling and steamed.

Picture:   Sentence:
              __________________________________________

    __________________________________________

    __________________________________________

    __________________________________________
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Language Homework - Day 4

Daily Language Practice - Correct the sentences and rewrite them 
correctly on the lines below.  Then, circle the subject and underline the 
predicate.  Finally, circle the correct type of sentence.

Last sumer, Pepita helps to prepare an spanish feast.

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________
statement           question           command          exclamation

In novemmber, she made up a new recipe for Tortillas.

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________
statement           question           command          exclamation

Word Work  Choose a synonym for each of the 
following words from the word bank.

walk = __ __ __ __ __ __

shout  = __ __ __ __ 

pulled  = __ __ __ __ __ __

scare  = __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __

sleepy  = __ __ __ __ __ 

riches  = __ __ __ __ __ __
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Word Bank

stroll
wealth
frighten
tugged

yell
tired



Vocabulary – Draw a picture and write a sentence for the vocabulary 
words below.

tacos
Definition: tortillas folded around a filling such as ground meat or cheese

Picture:   Sentence:
              __________________________________________

    __________________________________________

    __________________________________________

    __________________________________________

Vocabulary - Write the vocabulary word next to its definition.

_____________ tortillas folded around a filling such as ground meat or cheese

____________   cornmeal dough wrapped in a corn husk or leaf around a filling and steamed

____________   a round, flat bread made of corn, from Mexico and Central America

_____________ a spicy sauce usually made with tomatoes, onions and peppers

_____________ tortillas rolled around a filling, then covered with spicy sauce

_____________  a language

_____________  spoken or written human speech

     language Spanish    enchiladas salsa

  tortillas             tamales      tacos 


